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Overview and Accomplishments 
We have modified the UCSB BBP method to 
account for kinematic ruptures on multiple faults. 
The modifications are based on dynamic rupture 
simulations. With the modified method, we have 
simulated the 1992 Landers earthquake as 
comprised of three fault segments: a) the Johnson 
Valley Fault, b) Homestead Fault and c) Camp 
Rock Fault.  
 
Problem Setup (Dynamic rupture model) 
We have explored two different parameters:  
a) Rupture initiation time and location at each 
fault segment. 
b) Moment partitioning between each fault 
segment.  
To assess these two parameters, we have analyzed 
several dynamic rupture simulations with two fault 
segments as shown in Figure (1). These simulations 
were performed with uniform initial stress for 
normal faulting.  In the figure below we show the 
rupture initiation across both faults. 
 
For these models, we have found that: 
1. The moment partition between both segments 
scales with the total area of each fault segment for 
all the dynamic rupture simulations that were 
analyzed. 
2. Rupture initiation invariably starts when 
almost all of the seismic moment is released on the 
previous fault segment plus the travel time of 
seismic waves to reach the second fault segment. 
The physical explanation is that dynamic triggering 
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Figure (1): (a) The map view of the 
faults that where considered in this 
study, and (b) the rupture time of a 
dynamic rupture realization across two 
sub-faults. 



takes place in the second segment due to the strong 
stopping phase produced by the first segment. 
 
Problem Setup (Kinematic multi-segment rupture 
model) 
Based on the dynamic rupture simulations, we 
simulated the kinematic rupture of the 1992 Landers 
earthquake with three main fault segments:  
a) Johnson Valley.  
b) Homestead. 
c) Camp Rock faults 
All the faults are shown in the Figure (2), with each 
fault segment considered as a planar fault with its own 
dimensions, strike and dip. All three fault segments 
have a 4 km depth to top fault. Each fault segment is 15 
km wide with variable lengths. In this kinematic 
simulation, rupture initiates at the southern end of the 
Johnson Valley Fault. Rupture initiation on subsequent 
faults occurs at the southern end and at a down-dip 
depth of 7.5 km. 
The moment partitioning scales directly with the total 
area of each fault segment—a property that was 
observed in dynamic rupture simulations. 
Our initial rule for rupture time initiation on subsequent 
segments was the time when 95% of the seismic 
moment has been released on the prior fault. This rule 
was based on unilateral dynamic rupture simulations, 
but this rule does not apply in the case of bilateral 
rupture. The rule will be modified to consider the total 
seismic moment release between the hypocenter and 
the fault segment closest to the next fault to rupture. It 
will have to be tested with more simulations.  

 
As a summary, the main assumptions that were 
considered for all simulations were the following: 
1) Rupture initiation starts at the southern end of the 
Johnson Valley Fault.  
2) Rupture initiation on subsequent faults occurs at the 
southern end at a down-dip depth of 7.5 km. 
3) The moment partitioning scales directly with the 
total area of each fault segment. 
4) The width is 15 km to avoid rupture at depths beyond 
the depth of the aftershocks.  
5) Rupture initiation on each subsequent segment 
begins at the time when 95% of seismic moment has 

	
Figure (2): Map view of the faults that 
where considered in this study, which are 
the Johnson Valley, Homestead and the 
Camp Rock faults. The stations that where 
considered in this study are shown as 
inverted triangles. 

	
Figure (3): Finite fault kinematic rupture 
simulations of the 1992 Landers 
earthquake on three planar fault segments. 
The fault segments correspond from top to 
bottom to the Johnson Valley, Homestad 
and Camp Rock faults. The map 
corresponds to moment across the fault, 



been released on the prior fault segment, plus the 
travel time of waves to reach the rupture initiation 
point in the next fault. 
6) The correlation length of slip we use is 
(Graves, SCEC 2005), which assumes the 
following:   

log$% s'() = 	
M-

2 – 	2 	 

log$% s'(0 = 	
M-

2 – 	2  
, where M- is the moment magnitude, and s'(0 is 
the correlation length of slip, with the PSD of slip 
being a von Karman distribution. This was 
assumed for all fault segments. 
In Figure (3) we show a kinematic rupture 
realization for all three fault segments, where the 
order from top to bottom are: the Johnson Valley, 
Homestead and Camp Rock faults. 
 
Ground motion simulations 
Figure (4) shows moment-rate functions for each 

fault segment with respect to origin time, the north-south component of ground motion computed 
at station LCN for each sub-fault, and the total ground motion at LCN station. For this particular 
case, the total rupture lasts ~27 seconds, and peak ground acceleration (PGA) exceeds ~1g.  

 
Based on the kinematic setting, we have generated 
30 kinematic earthquake ruptures on the same three 
faults, with varying secondary nucleation points on 
the Homestead and Camp Rock faults, but with the 
same rule of moment-partitioning among the fault 
segments. With the 30 kinematic rupture 
simulations, we compute ground motion at the same 
four stations shown in Figure (2). We chose of these 
stations because they are very close to the fault, 
which is of engineering interest. In Figure (5) we 
show the 30 synthetic ground motion realizations of 
response spectrum in the form of RotD50 in black, 
and in red we show computed RotD50 of the 1992 
Landers earthquake recorded ground motion at each 
station. There seems to be a good agreement 
between the recorded and simulated ground motion. 
The stations to the south (MCF and FHS) show 
small differences between recorded and observed 
response spectra across all periods. This is not the 

case for stations LCN and YER. The simulations tend to over predict the observed response 
spectra. The shape of the spectra is different from the observed spectra, especially at LCN.  

	
Figure (4): (top) For each sub-fault we show 
the moment-rate function lagged in time due 
to the incorporation of the rupture delay at 
each fault segment. (middle) We show the 
color-coded ground motion generated by 
each sub-fault, and (bottom) we show the 
total ground motion.	

	
Figure (5): We show the recorded ground 
motion in the form of response spectra 
(RotD50) at each station for the 1992 
Landers earthquake in red. The 30 
synthetic simulations of response spectra 
(RotD50) are shown in the black lines.	
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